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QUALIFICATION

MASTER OF LAW

TUITION FEE | 1 YEAR

TUITION FEE AT MRU - 2240 €
TUITION FEE AT TSNUK - 35 000 UKRAINIAN GRIVEN

WHY IS IT WORTH CHOOSING?

Interdisciplinary. It reveals certain Administrative Law adaptation knowledge and it is a self-contained study programme. However, it combines knowledge of contiguous law branches and different subjects of other branches of science, i.e. human rights, comparative law, legal philosophy and theory, administrative justice, constitutional law, politics and administration sciences, methodology of scientific researches, political science, etc. This programme is qualitatively different from other legal study programmes.

Artem Kobrin, student from Ukraine

CAREER PROSPECTS

The acquired qualification enables graduates of Legal Regulation of Public Administration and Human Rights programme to pursue a professional career as judges, attorneys at law, prosecutors, notaries and bailiffs, as well as to perform diverse legal work, especially one related to the executing of administrative duties.

*Note: applying can only be done at Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv.

DURATION

FULL-TIME STUDY - 2 YEARS

“

It gave me unforgettable impressions and provided unique opportunities. The programme is not only about studies, lectures and seminars, it is also about opportunity to conduct an internship at a state institution or law firm.

CONTACTS

Head of the programme:
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Agnė Tvaronavičienė
a.tvaronaviciene@mruni.eu
Admissions:
study@mruni.eu

*Note: applying can only be done at Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv.